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ABSTRACT

We propose to improve real-time communication between
people who do not share a common language by
foregrounding potential problems in machine translation.
We developed a prototype chat tool that displays two
parallel translations of each chat turn, with the thought that
comparing the translations might both highlight problems
and provide resources for resolving them. We conducted a
user study to investigate how people use and like such an
interface compared to a standard one-translation interface.
On balance, users preferred two translations to one, using
them to both notice differences and infer meaning from
uncertain translations, with no increase in workload. This
suggests that this interface may help improve cross-lingual
communication in practical applications and lays the
groundwork for a larger design space around systems that
highlight possible errors to support communication.
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Still, MT systems may help bridge language barriers when
human translators are unavailable or expensive, and there
are many real-world cases, from tourism to teamwork,
where there is little or no linguistic common ground. Thus,
much work has gone into improving the algorithms behind
these systems. However, errors persist, and interfaces that
simply present translated text hide the fact that there are
alternative word translations, alignments, and so on.
Showing these alternatives may have value. Studies on
back-translation systems show that retranslating a speaker’s
translated messages back to the speaker’s language
improves awareness of how messages are processed by MT,
thus improving communication quality [7]. Crowdsourcing
systems like Monotrans [5] and DuoLingo use human
judgment to find and correct flaws in MT by iterating
through translations. Google’s Translate interface allows
users to view alternate translations for individual words and
phrases and also shows alignments between elements of the
original and the translated text.
THE IDEA: SHOWING MULTIPLE TRANSLATIONS

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Machine translation (MT) systems have been used to
support cross-lingual communication for decades, with the
goal that one day, high-quality machine translation services
will support transparent conversation between people who
share no language in common. However, translation is not
there yet, especially in unrestricted domains such as the
kind of informal communication that is a cornerstone of
building trust [1]. MT services still frequently make errors
and lack both the specific and the cultural context of the
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conversation, causing asymmetries and inconsistencies [8]
and reducing their utility for cross-lingual communications.

These ideas suggest that rather than hiding their flaws, MT
systems might foreground them in ways that make the
problems easier to see, exposing seams in the technology [5]
and providing resources to better use the translations. In this
paper, inspired by ensemble learning approaches and by the
saying “two heads are better than one”, we explore the idea
of showing multiple parallel translations generated by
different engines. Our hope is that this will allow CMC
(computer mediated communication) systems that use MT
services can implicitly provide information about
confidence and alternatives that people can interpret based
on redundancies and differences between the translations.
We first explored this idea by translating both English and
Chinese conversational turns to the other language using the
Google, Bing, and Youdao engines and showing them to
both Chinese and English-speaking members of the
research lab. In general, we found that when the translations
are redundant, either in part or completely, those parts of
the translation tended to be both syntactically and
semantically correct. Thus, we expect that reading
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redundant text will increase people’s confidence that they
understand their partner’s intent.
When the translations are not redundant, the situation is
more complicated. We expect people will often be able to
infer their partner’s intent by using redundant aspects to
align the translations and their knowledge of the
conversational context to choose elements from both
translations that make the most sense.
At other times, especially as translation quality declines,
they won’t be able to make sense of the two translations at
all. In this case, we expect there to be some benefit because
the fact that something amiss with the translations is clearer
than if there is only one translation, and people will realize
this and initiate clarifications more quickly when they are
needed—but there will be cost in processing the extra text.
Finally, there will be times when one translation is high
quality and one is low quality, and in these cases showing
two translations is pure cost with no benefit.
We expect that the relative frequency of these different
cases will depend on the particular translation engines,
language pairs, topics of conversation, and phrasing and
word choices, and this will affect the usefulness of the
system. On balance, we expect that with two translations
rather than with one, people will be more confident in both
the partner’s intent and the progress of the conversation,
and that this will be worth the effort of reading an
additional translation. This, in turn, should lead to less
clarification work, quicker clarification when it is needed,
and smoother conversations overall.
Experimental prototype

We developed a prototype to present our idea in the context
of real-time conversation supported by MT. Our scenario
was to support chatting between partners who do not both
have enough fluency in a common language to have an
effective conversation in it. The system has two main parts,
the messenger window and the MT backend. We chose to
present only two translations because in pilots people
reported three translations caused much more workload
than two, and chose Google and Bing because they are
competitive in quality while using distinct algorithms [9].
When one person sends a message, it first goes to our own
server, which forwards the request to Google and Bing.
Once the translations are received it sends them to the
partner, whose client displays them, always in the same
order so that people would get used to the characteristics of
each engine. In pilot testing there was no additional
noticeable delay introduced by generating two translations
instead of one.

above and a one-translation interface that was identical
except that it presented only one translation. For the onetranslation version we used Google, because it is slightly
better than other engines in Chinese-English translation [9].
Tasks and data collection

We designed a chatting task to represent a typical informal
conversation scenario that might occur when meeting new
people either casually or in new work teams. Because it is
hard to find Chinese students who can’t speak at least some
English at a U.S. university, in this study we focused on
only the English speakers and used two Chinese
confederates from Mainland China to be their partners.
They were trained to conduct conversations in a natural,
consistent way without steering the conversation.
Participants were instructed to discuss at least three things
about themselves and learn at least three things about their
partners; we suggested six possible topics but allowed them
to use others as well. Each participant spoke to each
confederate in two separate sessions; in one they used the
single translation interface and in the other they used the
two-translation version. We counterbalanced the order of
confederates and interfaces.
During the task participants followed a think-aloud
protocol. We explained that the goal of our study was to
evaluate the system and that we would record their voice
and their chatting on the computer simultaneously, and
asked them to say aloud everything that went though their
mind. Confederates wore headphones so as not to hear
participants’ voices. We asked partners to chat for 15
minutes in each session; the average time for the single- and
two-translation cases was 16.5 minutes (SD=3.1) and 15
minutes (SD=5.2) respectively. After each session, there
was a survey asking about their experience during the task,
including workload (based on the NASA TLX scale [4]).
After completing both sessions, participants filled out a
short post-survey asking their preference between the two
interfaces and strategies they used when making sense of
the two translations, along with a short (3-5 minute)
interview about how they felt about two interfaces,
preferences between them, strategies for using them, and
suggestions for improvement.
We used an online research recruitment website to recruit 8
participants (5 female, 3 male; ages 18-23 with a median of
20), who were all U.S. citizens at a large northeastern U.S.
university. They were native English speakers unable to
speak Mandarin Chinese and in the pre-survey rated
themselves as frequent users of IM chatting tools, but not of
MT tools. Quotes are labeled by participant number.
RESULTS

USER STUDY

We conducted a within subject user study to investigate
how people use and react to showing two translations. Each
participant used both the two-translation interface described

Figure 1(a) shows the two-translation chat window. Figure
1 also illustrates several ways translation pairs varied for
participants: being similar like the first pair in (a), being
partly different like “blue Berry” vs. “blueberry” in
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participants in the think-aloud process would often read the
two translations, but only when they were different. Often
they then just composed a reply, but some differences led to
further reflection. For example, when P1 saw Figure 1(b),
she said, “It is kind of interesting the ‘blueberry’ in
translation 1 was separated and ‘Berry’ was capitalized,
where the translation 2 just had ‘blueberry’. And the
chocolate was ‘taste of chocolate’ and ‘chocolate flavors’.”
This often took the form of thinking about the quality or
accuracy of the two translations. For example, when P5 saw
“You now what subject?” and “What is your
current discipline?” he said, “The second translation
is definitely more accurate, probably is towards what the
other person wants to say …you know ‘what subject’ really
does not make any sense, whatsoever, so ‘what is your
current discipline’ is definitely a valid question.”

-(a)-

-(b)-

This idea of comparing the translations, and looking for
differences, was a persistent theme in how people thought
about the interface: “…while sometimes they were fairly
similar …sometimes they were different enough that I could
look at the two and compare them.” (P7)

-(c)-

-(d)-

Figure 1. (a) Snapshot of the chat window in the twotranslation case, with three additional samples (b, c and d).
(b), being different and one has information being absent in
the other one, like “learn anything” in (a)’s second
pair, being different but semantically related like “trip”
and “tourism” in (c), and finally being different and one
is higher quality like the pair in (d). We computed the
Levenshtein string edit distance between translations, where
small distances usually correspond to similar translations
and larger distances tend to be more distinct. The average
difference was 36% of the length of the translation, which
means that engines often generated quite different
translations even on these short, informal texts.
People overall preferred two translations

Interviews showed that 7 of the 8 participants preferred the
two-translation interface: “I definitely like the double
translation better than the single translation. In cases
where the message is a little bit confusing or vague, the fact
that you have a second option to look at is pretty nice.”
(P5) and “I prefer the double …if one translator didn't get
it maybe the other one could have provided more clarity.”
(P4) This is corroborated by participants’ ratings of the
usefulness of having a second translation when one was
confusing as 6.1 (SD=0.99) on a 7-point Likert scale (1 is
least helpful), demonstrating fairly strong liking for it. All
participants reported using both translations at least some of
the time on the survey.
Differences invite questions, and sometimes choices

We expected that by examining both translations people
would become more aware of both specific problems with
particular translations and of the potential for errors. This
tended to happen when the translations were different:

Differences also help people infer meaning

The snippet from P5 above shows that when one translation
is clearly better, people tended to rely on it. However,
people sometimes also use parts of both translations, with
the differences helping people guess about their partner’s
intent: “…sometimes the organization of words was
different and sometimes that would help me sort of come to
a meaning, understanding of what they’re trying to
communicate.” (P6) For example, when P1 saw the second
pair in Figure 1(a), she said, “…wording stuff is different.
And one says ‘do you like your stuff’…and the other is ‘oh
you like what you learn anything’. I mean, between the two
it was easy to figure out what is being asked (about study).”
This was seen as useful even when the differences were
small: “I think the two translations was a lot easier to use,
even though sometimes they didn’t vary by much, but
sometimes that little variation helped a lot.” (P1)
Even when both translations were flawed, people could
often still use them if the flaws were complementary:
“…sometimes they’d both be kind of incorrect but in
different ways so I think it’s good to have them both kind of
work together so you can get what it is they’re trying to
say.” (P8) In these cases, people might not try to infer the
exact, best translation, but to have a good enough idea of
the partner’s intent to continue the conversation. Often
there was enough commonality or redundancy to make this
guess. For example, when P1 saw the pair in Figure 1(c),
she said “I got a question, ‘have you out to a trip’, and the
second is ‘have to go outside tourism’. Obviously it is about
trip, about touring” to help her infer topics. However, one
participant found having two flawed translations to be more
confusing than one: “I think with two, if they were both
confusing then it was hard for me to judge which one was
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more correct, but if it were just one I could try to figure out,
I think, what they meant.” (P3)
Similar translations are not so helpful

We had thought that participants would also benefit from
redundancy in translations that would give them confidence
that the redundant parts were correct. However, we did not
see much evidence of this. Instead, when the translations
were the same it was not helpful: “…it was definitely better
when they were different, when they would return different
results, to use them both. …if they were the same then that
would make me feel more confident, but most of the time the
results when they were the same, even when they were still
fairly correct they still both had like the same errors.” (P7).

nice if the computer could figure out eventually and only
give you one message because it’ll be easier to talk to the
person because it’ll be faster: you wouldn‘t have to read
two messages, it would be one, and then you could message
quicker and it’ll be more fluid.” (P5)
But for now, “it’s still really nice to have two messages,
like I speak with other people in different like in Russian
and stuff and like often it‘s not very accurate and so having
two translations helps things, so that’s definitely cool.”
(P5) More generally, we hope this case encourages other
designers of tools where the technology plays an active, but
imperfect, role in shaping communication [5] to think about
ways the interface can help users make the most of it.
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Two translations were not harder than one

We measured users’ response time to partners and found no
significant difference between the one- and two-translation
conditions on average (14.7 vs. 15.2 seconds respectively).
Likewise, on the self-reported NASA TLX workload
questions, there was no significant difference between the
conditions, and participants reported no workload concerns
during post-experiment interviews.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The lack of difference in workload, participants’ preference
for two translations over one, and their feedback that
differences between translations helped them infer partner’s
meanings all suggest that showing two translations has
promise, at least in this population, setting, and task. Our
guess is that the workload was perceived as no higher
because extra effort spent on reading two translations was
made up for by the gains in understanding they provided.
More study will be needed to identify the tasks, language
pairs, and other characteristics of conversational contexts
that make showing two translations more and less valuable.
More generally, as second language fluency improves, the
value of two translations (and MT in general) eventually
will fall below just conversing in a common language. Still,
there may be times or topics where a person would rather
express themselves in their native language and use MT
tools to supplement their own proficiency.
In those cases strategies such as this that help people get the
most out of MT will still matter. Multiple translations of
words (as Google Translate provides) or whole turns, backtranslations, keyword highlighting [3] and other visual clues
[2] all may help people detect and recover from problems
by foregrounding flaws in ways that also provide resources
for recovery. In the case of showing two translations, the
implementation is not complex and the value is good,
suggesting that this is a practical idea for real systems.
We also see this as an interesting case of the general idea of
foregrounding system flaws. As technology improves, these
strategies may not matter for MT: “…it would be really
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